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Dede Montgomery is a six-generation
Oregonian whose family ties have instilled
in her a deep connection to the land, and
curiosity about life in early Oregon and the
stories, good and bad, that lay there.
Dede’s relatives include two of the earliest
Oregon white residents, Chloe Clark and
William Willson, who arrived with the Jason
Lee Missionaries and founded Willamette
University and Salem; J.K. Gill, the early
Portland bookseller; Richard G.
Montgomery Sr., author of the WhiteHeaded Eagle; and her father, Dick
Montgomery, Titan of the Willamette River.
Dede received her BA in Biology at the
University of Montana, her MS in
Environmental Health Sciences at the
University of Washington, and is a Certified
Industrial Hygienist working in research at
OHSU where she blogs in Oregon and the
Workplace. Although a scientist, Dede once
began a story about her love of the
Willamette while in a creative writing class
taught by William Kittredge at UM. In her
book, My Music Man, Dede explores the
jumbled path of forgiveness, reconciliation,
courage and gratitude through memories
and stories stirred after her dad’s death.
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“This book is to be savored. It’s an intimate and heartfelt tribute to a
father, to a family, and to a magical childhood on the banks of the
Willamette River. Yet it’s much more than a memoir – it’s a multigenerational story, lovingly told, of a family deeply tied to Oregon’s
history” — Amazon reader
“This author has captured the essence of our generation. The stories I’ve
told my children about my youth and growing up during the same time
frame, speak to my own memories of this simpler time….” —Amazon
reader
“This is a beautiful memoir that covers much important Northwest history
and a poignant personal story. I highly recommend it!” —Reader
“It made me cry so much about losing my dad (same year as yours — 2014)
but it also made me smile. And I learned a lot about OR history and the
Willamette. Great read!”—-Reader
“I didn’t want the book to end!” —Reader
“The love of the river sings through her writing. ” –Siobhan Taylor,
Willamette Falls Heritage interview
.”..The lyrical description of a seemingly idyllic life growing up on the
banks of the Willamette will make you fall in love with Oregon all over
again. The author weaves a rich tapestry of multigenerational historical
vignettes with her memories of a childhood surrounded by brothers, the
river and a father who drinks too much. Scattered throughout are
photographs that add enormously to the text, bringing her ancestors to life
and enhancing your reading experience. Summer suggestion for you – find
your way down to a quiet spot on the river, dip your toes in the Willamette
and read this book. You will be transported back in time and to fascinating
place.” —Amazon reader
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1.

The author has chosen to build her plot around her personal experiences as a
female, including early insights about gender bias and discrimination, and also
include experiences of family females of other generations. Do you feel her own
experience is common to many U.S. Women? Why or why not? Do you think this
represents a specific generation of women?
2. The power of addiction, recovery and reconciliation is also a theme running
through this book, particularly presented within the relationship of the narrator and
her father. Initially the author didn’t intend to include this in the book. Why do you
think she chose to add it, and do you think that was helpful to what the book
became?
3. The author expresses regret at development of land with the alteration of the
natural environment, and yet attempts to share her understanding of the reality of
growth. How does this theme strike you as you read the book? Are you
sympathetic? Have you had things in your own life that have made you feel
similarly or not?

4. For many families, when parents die, the relationships between siblings may
change. The author makes a leap by asserting that the power of story helped
keep her sibling group together following the death of her dad. Do you buy this?
What have you noticed in your own life?
5. The author was challenged to weave multiple generations of stories into her
book, including those of her children. Do you think she was effective in doing this?
Did you feel that the transitions between time periods was easy to follow?
6. How did this book make you feel about Oregon and its beginnings as related to
class, privilege and race? Did you learn anything new? Do you think the author
romanticizes early Oregon due to her family roots?
7. Do you know much about your family history? How has it affected you as you
move through life? Did this book inspire you to think about something in your own
life differently, or take an action on something?
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